
If you think that the Midwest is not known for its food, then you probably haven’t been to Kansas
City. Straddling the state line, Kansas City, Missouri has a population of 508,394 people, but an
additional 154,545 people live in the same city, but in Kansas territory! But whether you’re in
Kansas City, Missouri or Kansas City, Kansas, you can definitely agree that KC can’t be beat for
food.

This city has it all. Do you think of steak when you think of the midwest? Then you might want to
check out Golden Ox. Perhaps you want some barbecue? Then you’ll need to visit Gates
Bar-B-Q. In the mood for something different? Then you might like the Pakistani food served at
Chai Shai. But whatever it is you’re craving, this city has you covered.

You can even learn to cook for yourself at the Culinary Center of Kansas City and TasteBud’s
Kitchen! But if you need some inspiration or want to sample some of the hottest trends in the
Kansas City food scene, then look no further. This list will introduce you to the 10 best chefs to
try in Kansas City.

1. Michael Corvino

Location: Corvino Supper Club & Tasting Room
Profession/Category: Chef and Owner
Experience: 20+ years

How They Got into the Industry: Chef Michael started his career in food as a teenager working
at a pizza parlor. It didn’t take long before he was working in prestigious hotel kitchens like
Chicago’s The Peninsula and the Ritz-Carlton in Naples, Florida. He opened Corvino in 2017
and has dominated the Kansas City food scene ever since.

Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: Chef Michael Corvino is a two-time nominee for Best Chef
in the Midwest from the James Beard Foundation. Within two months of their grand opening, his
restaurant, Corvino, won the AAA Four Diamond Award, and has also been highlighted in Food
& Wine Magazine.

Links: Website

2. Vaughn Good

Location: Fox and Pearl
Profession/Category: Chef and Owner
Experience: 8+ years

How They Got into the Industry: A graduate of the International Culinary Center, Chef Vaughn
opened his first establishment in 2014. This property was opened as a butcher shop but
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eventually grew into a full-service restaurant. He eventually opened Fox and Pearl in 2019, and
it became an immediate success.

Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: He was nominated for the 2020 Best Chef in the Midwest
Award from the James Beard Foundation. Fox and Pearl has also been highlighted in many
features, most notably making Esquire’s Best New Restaurants of 2020 list.

Links: Website

3. Nicholas Goellner

Location: The Antler Room
Profession/Category: Chef and Owner
Experience: 15+ years

How They Got into the Industry: Chef Nicholas Goellner wasn’t always a chef. He started off in
politics, but was dissatisfied with this career, so he left to attend the French Culinary Institute in
New York. He worked in many exciting places after that, from cruise ship kitchens to top
restaurants before fulfilling his dream of opening a restaurant in Kansas City, with his wife in
2016.

Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: He was nominated for the James Beard Award for Best
Chef, Midwest region in 2020. The Antler Room is considered to be one of the best restaurants
that KC has to offer, and has been featured in numerous local publications.

Links: Website

4. Carl Thorne-Thomsen

Location: Story
Profession/Category: Chef and Owner
Experience: 15+ years

How They Got into the Industry: Chef Carl originally dreamed of writing but he found himself
falling for food. He taught himself the basics of cooking, and then learned on the job, rising from
working the kitchen at a cafe to being Chef de Cuisine at two of Chef Michael Smith’s
restaurants at the same time. He opened his own restaurant, Story, in 2011.

Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: He was a semifinalist for the James Beard Award for Best
Chef in the Midwest in both 2013 and 2022. In 2013, he was also named by Food and Wine
Magazine to be The People's Best New Chef: Midwest and in 2014, they awarded him the title
of The People’s Best New Chef: National.

Links: Website
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5. Ryan Brazeal

Location: Novel
Profession/Category: Chef and Owner
Experience: 10+ years

How They Got into the Industry: Chef Ryan got his start in top New York City restaurants. He
worked in the kitchens of Má Pêche and Nobu 57 before deciding to bring a little NYC flavor to
KC. In order to do just that, he opened Novel in 2013, and then five years later reopened it in a
new location with a new menu.

Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: He has been featured in the New York Times, Eater, Feast,
and others. He also was able to move his restaurant to its new spot and be open for service in
just 18 days.

Links: Website

6. Cherven Desauguste

Location: Mesob
Profession/Category: Chef and Owner
Experience: 25+ years

How They Got into the Industry: Haitian Chef Cherven received formal culinary training at
Johnson & Wales University. He eventually made his way to Kansas City and opened Mesob,
which offers Caribbean and Ethiopian flavors made with French techniques.

Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: Mesob consistently ranks in local “Best of” lists and is
featured on local news segments and articles, but has also received more widespread attention
from a piece published by Feast Magazine.

Links: Website

7. Carlos Falcon

Location: Jarocho
Profession/Category: Chef and Owner
Experience: 8+ years

How They Got into the Industry: A native of Veracruz, Mexico, Chef Carlos opened Jarocho to
bring authentic Mexican seafood to Kansas City in 2015. He has since opened up another
location, as well as a different establishment, and experimented with combining Latin American
and Japanese flavors.
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Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: Jarocho was named Best Seafood by Feast in both 2017
and 2018, and was also named Best Mexican Food in 2018. The restaurant also is on
numerous best restaurants in Kansas City lists, and is a local favorite.

Links: Website

8. Martin Heuser

Location: Affäre
Profession/Category: Chef and Owner
Experience: 20+ years

How They Got into the Industry: German-born Chef Martin was raised in a restaurant family, and
so grew up loving food. He has worked in kitchens in countries around the world, like in
Germany, Sweden, and Canada. He eventually opened his restaurant in Kansas City, to serve
contemporary German food, with an emphasis on using fresh, local ingredients.
Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: He won the bronze medal in the 2002 Culinary Olympics for
Canada. He also has a Master Chef Diploma and has worked in two Michelin Star restaurants.

Links: Website

9. Philip Quillec

Location: Café Provence
Profession/Category: Executive Chef
Experience: 15+ years

How They Got into the Industry: Chef Philip’s family have owned Café Provence for more than
20 years, but his father passed the mantle of Executive Chef down to him in 2013. Before that,
he was Chef de Cuisine, so he has become a master of the French cuisine with a contemporary
twist that their restaurant offers.

Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: OpenTable has ranked Café Provence, under Chef Philip’s
reign, as one of the Top 100 Restaurants in America for seven total years. They’ve also put it on
their list of the Top 100 Restaurants for Foodies and Most Romantic Restaurants. In 2013,
Zagat also ranked the restaurant as the Best in Kansas City.

Links: Website

10. Michael Smith

Location: Farina, Extra Virgin
Profession/Category: Chef and Owner
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Experience: 35+ years

How They Got into the Industry: Chef Michael was born to cook. His mother was a restaurant
manager and raised him to do odd jobs and tasks in the kitchen. After college, he began
working professionally in restaurants, which took him all over the country and the world. He has
opened multiple restaurants since settling in Kansas City, and each of them have been
acclaimed.

Interesting Stats/Accomplishments: He was the recipient of the 1999 James Beard Award for
Best Chef in the Midwest. He has also been nominated for James Beard awards since then, and
is active in the foundation. He also has appeared on television ads for Grey Poupon, Vita-Prep
Blenders, Kikkoman Products and the Wisconsin Milk Marketing Board.

Links: Website

----

IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources that you provided or
that the writer found. Neither Flocksy or the writer who wrote the copy makes any claims
whatsoever as to the accuracy of the information contained within, and they are not
responsible for any legal or financial difficulty resulting from the use of this written material.
We encourage you to review it thoroughly before disseminating it or using it in trade.
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